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TALK AGENDA  &  FURTHER MATERIAL

 
1) The Point
2) An Illustrative Anecdote
3) Where Is Neuroethics?

Overlap & Opportunities
4) Reassessing Neuroenhancement
5) Personal Identity & Brain Change
6) Neurorights & Cognitive Liberty

7) Political Context / Ethics of Scholarship
8) Closing / Q&A

Context & Prior Work
A. Trans Bioethics & Trans Studies
B. “Neurogenderings” Research in Feminist 

Neuroethics: a Transfeminist Revival?

Further Thoughts
C. Personal Identity & Brain Change
D. Neurorights & Cognitive Liberty
E. Research Ethics Considerations

Current Neuroethics-Relevant Controversies
E. Diagnostic Labels & Pathologization
F. “Quality of Evidence” Concerns

G. Questionable Historical Comparisons
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THE POINT

Very little neuroethics scholarship engages with trans issues, 
despite trans experience being laden with key neuroethics themes 
like neuroenhancement, personal identity, & cognitive liberty. 

There is invaluable work to be done here, if we can do it right.
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AN ILLUSTRATIVE ANECDOTE

“Why did you not seek out a brain scan to 
confirm that you have gender dysphoria?”
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WHERE IS NEUROETHICS?
• Based on my own lengthy observation, keyword 

searches, reviews of journal / edited-volume 
ToCs: neuroethics has never engaged with these 
topics in a sustained or impactful way.

• Feminist neuroethics has been a site of valuable 
work that’s topically adjacent, but scarcely 
mentions trans people or perspectives.
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WHERE IS NEUROETHICS?
• Other fields (esp. bioethics) have produced trans-relevant work I would call “neuroethics,” 

but they have not done so under that label.
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ONE OPPORTUNITY: REASSESSING NEUROENHANCEMENT

• Neuroethics discourse on cognitive enhancement has heavily focused on (work-oriented) cognitive 
abilities in contexts of productivity: school, employment. 

• Aren’t we more than our cognition? Doesn’t “better” mean something more than labor value?
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ONE OPPORTUNITY: REASSESSING NEUROENHANCEMENT

• Neuroethics discourse on cognitive enhancement has heavily focused on (work-oriented) cognitive 
abilities in contexts of productivity: school, employment. 

• Aren’t we more than our cognition? Doesn’t “better” mean something more than labor value?

• Meanwhile, it is not uncommon to encounter trans people narrativizing transition as a kind of neuro- 
(though not strictly cognitive) enhancement experience.
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OTHER OPPORTUNITIES: PERSONAL IDENTITY & BRAIN CHANGE

• Neuroethics scholars have paid considerable attention to questions of personal identity and 
the nature of the self, particularly in the context of deep brain stimulation.

• Research that is meant to inform clinical and investigative practice of DBS should, of 
course, remain grounded in the perspectives of DBS stakeholders (patients especially).

• But if we are developing bigger-picture neuroethics insights re: what it means to be the 
same (or a different) self as one’s brain changes ... trans perspectives are indispensable.
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OTHER OPPORTUNITIES: NEURORIGHTS & COGNITIVE LIBERTY

• There is potential for neurorights advocates to align with existing 
rights movements (reproductive justice, queer liberation), working with 
trans thinkers to unify our accounts of brain & bodily autonomy.

“Cognitive liberty is the right to 
self-determination over our brains 
and mental experiences, as a right 
to both access and use 
technologies, but also a right to be 
free from interference with our 
mental privacy and freedom of 
thought.”
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POLITICAL CONTEXT & ETHICS OF SCHOLARSHIP
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POLITICAL CONTEXT & ETHICS OF SCHOLARSHIP

• Nothing less than a battle for trans 
survival — for the very possibility of a 
future where trans people exist at all 
— is currently unfolding in the 
national political spotlight of most 
countries in the Anglophone world.

• This political context generates 
responsibilities for academics who 
produce work relevant to these 
issues. The value of free and fearless 
inquiry is bounded by obligations 
not to lend unwitting aid to a 
politics of extermination. 



Thank you all so much. This work means a great deal to me, and I know I can count on your 
support in building space for more of it — and for more of us

I look forward to the deeper conversations that will follow from this very condensed talk!

��  ⚧


